Nortel Radio Products
Companion CT2 Basestations
In the early to mid the mid 90’sthe labs developed a few of the low cost CT2 basestations for
the different frequency allocations in-country. These radios had to have cost models much
lower than the products they replaced. The targets were typically < £150 per radio.
Our most successful units, pictured below left, were for USA, a 1900MHz radio, BS-1G.
The basestations have two transeivers and antenna diversity.
Later developments included a basestation for the Korean market, a 910MHz radio.
We had an interesting work day…production meeting with the Nortel Penang factory in the
early morning…design and system discussions with the Nortel Ottawa labs in the afternoon
and evening! We had an effective working day with the three teams of >20 hours!
1900 MHz BS-1G USA Basestation
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SONET Radio Transport.
In the late 90’s the labs were tasked with developing a 6 GHz and 8 GHz radio variants
of the X-30 low cost products for the Nortel SONET Radio Transport system. We
developed the 6 GHz and 8 GHz radios and “cut-and-pasted” the digital modem onto
the boards, fitting into the standard chassis dimensions.
These units were put into production at the Nortel Montreal production facility.
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Cornerstone Multi-Media (CMM).
The CMM system concept was to add broadband
access to a standard cable TV network.
The labs developed wideband modems for the
addition of data channels to the USA cable market.
These modems operated above the “TV Channel”
frequencies, giving broadband access to
consumers. Downstream used the high end
channels, and upstream was at 800MHz.
The labs developed the modems for the consumer
unit and the basestation, as well as a hyper-split
amplifier for the external cable unit.

CMM Consumer RF Modem
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RF Power Amplifiers
The labs were tasked with developing a low cost 1800MHz GSM Power Amplifier in 1997.
This was successfully completed in 1998.
The development of a low cost GSM DCS 1800 Power Amplifier led to saving of $M’s for
Nortel. Although the unit was never in volume production, the threat of putting this into
volume manufacture in Nortel’s factory was used by Nortel Supply Management as a lever
to get major price cuts from its supplier.
In the first year, 1999, Nortel saved $11.6M on amplifiers purchased from external supliers.

